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Smart signal delivery solution

3D does it for ‘floating’ videos
KINO-MO
Stand: 10-N150

NJR-CTB control server provides ‘unprecedented’ system control and operational visibility

IDK CORPORATION
Stand: 10-R180
A range of new IP-NINJAR
solutions have been introduced by
IDK Corporation.
IP-NINJAR is an IP-based,
turnkey, high definition audio/
video signal delivery solution.
System control, signal extension,
distribution, seamless/KVM
switching, videowall and
multiviewing capabilities are fully
integrated into the platform.
The solution boasts full
format agility, true 4K/60 4:4:4
HDR HDCP2.2 capabilities,
edge-to-edge zero frame delay

and unparalleled stability. The
IP-NINJAR also leverages off-theshelf 10Gb Ethernet infrastructure
to replace traditional baseband AV
architectures.
Signal management
advantages include an ‘elegantly
simple architecture’, unlimited
I/O and footprint scalability and
individual node-level monitoring,
the company says.
Among the solutions being
introduced to expand the flexibility
and universality of IP-NINJAR
is the NJR-04HD series, fourchannel input and output nodes
that support 4 full HD HDMI
signals over a single duplex fibre.
Further additions include the new

NJR-T01SDI, offering a 3G-SDI
input, and the NJR-01UHD-CAT
that enables Cat6A infrastructure
to support the IP-NINJAR
platform.
New functionalities of IPNINJAR’s control/management
software and NJR-CTB control
server provide ‘unprecedented’
system control and operational
visibility, the company claims.
Among its feature, the NJR-CTB
provides two isolated LAN ports,
completely separating 10GbE AV
and production network traffic,
plus signal routing, node
motoring, unit configuration,
videowall management and
multiviewing layout.

Practical power protection
gives back control

A ‘one-of-a-kind’ video technology
– Hypervsn Wall – that allows
the generation of 3D holographic
advertising visuals of up to 3m high
is being launched by Kino-mo in
Hall 10.
Named by Mashable as ‘the
future of retail displays’, the
Hypervsn technology allows 3D
videos to appear as if floating in
the air, perceived by viewers as hiresolution holograms. The solution
supports common videos files such
as MP4 and MPEG. It is made up
of individual projection units and a
proprietary management platform
that allows users to manage a

network of devices remotely from
a single location. Retailers can
automatically synchronise visuals
on several units and schedule
campaigns via one click.
Hypervsn has already been
named a top technology by the
likes of USA Today and Yahoo!
and has been used by companies
such as Coca-Cola, Pernod Ricard,
Procter & Gamble, McDonalds and
Carrefour.
Kiryl Chykeyuk, co-founder at
Kino-mo, explained: “Kino-mo’s
mission is to bring impactful,
groundbreaking solutions to
businesses around the world.
Visual advertising is at an
evolutionary tipping point and we
are launching Hypervsn Wall at ISE
2018.”

The Hypervsn Wall technology projecting 3D videos to shoppers

IP-based processing
LAWO
Stand: 7-P200

Smart power from IsoTek promises ‘absolute control’

ISOTEK SMART POWER
Stand: 15-T295
Alpha, Beta and Theta are
appearing on the IsoTek Smart
Power stand at ISE2018. The three
different power control devices
are designed, according to the
company, to put ‘absolute control
into the hands of the installers.’
Each model has a higher
level of power cleaning
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technology combined with full
programmability through an
RS232 interface or smartphone
application, which can connect via
LAN or Bluetooth.
The discreet 1U (44.5mm) high
Alpha rack features eight C14 IEC
output sockets along with RS232
via traditional and USB ports, and
protects connected equipment
up to 40000A. The 89mm Beta,
which is available with UK,
European, US or 16 C14 IEC plugs,

protects connected equipment
up to 54,000A; while the Theta
protects connected equipment up
to 67,500A.
IsoTek claims expertise in
providing clean power for better
quality in audio and video for smart
home or similar installations.
Units can be combined, named and
controlled as a group – essential
for larger installations where
independent socket control or
sequential start-up is critical.

The German manufacturer Lawo
is displaying its IP-based signal
processing and control solutions:
the Power Core audio processor,
VisTool GUI builder and VSM control
and monitoring solution.
Power Core is a networked
19in/1RU audio processing unit
providing 96 fully equipped DSP
channels, 80 summing buses and
a 1,920x1,920 routing matrix. The
eight rear side slots accept any
variety of IO cards for mic, line,
AES, MADI, Dante and headphone
interfaces, in addition to the unit’s
IP and MADI connectivity. Besides
standard audio processing such
as dynamics and EQs, Power Core
also features advanced audio
assist systems such as onetouch AutoGain and 32 instances

of AutoMix for automatically
maintaining the balance of open
mics.
The included touchscreen
software VisTool allows for routing,
mixing, processing and integration
of third-party web interfaces.
Alternatively, Power Core can be
paired with Lawo Ruby hardware
audio mixing panels with four to
60 faders per unit. Sophisticated
user rights management allows
multiple hardware and VisTool
software panels to share the same
PowerCore.
Lawo’s VSM IP control and
monitoring solution controls large
multi-vendor installations. The
system abstracts the physical
units from the user, providing a
single overall control solution
featuring seamless baseband and
IP integration, broad third-party
control capabilities and an intuitive
operational user interface.

Lawo’s Power Core audio processor
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